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Fifty years of “The Albany”
This years theme was “Behind Closed Doors”

Full report inside

From the Chairman Paul’s Ponderings
April is always very busy for both the Club and its’ members. We had
the Albany in Chichester and although we didn’t win, our film Number
30 gained high praise from the judges for it’s innovative mix of live action and animation and was the Runner up. Our other entry RED 7 was
entered as a dark drama and was given the Comedy award. Well what
do we know?
Next came the SERIAC at Tonbridge where the Club and Club members
did very well. Ron’s film Victim won The Regional Shield, The Marina
Trophy for Best Drama and the Acting Trophy. David Fenn won the SERIAC 60 Cup (one minute) with Prayer for Today. HHMM won The Orpington Trophy for Best Comedy with Pot Luck and Rod was awarded a
Highly Commened for “Driving the American Dream” Well done to all
who took part.
I must now congratulate Ron Prosser who has been awarded an Honorary Gold Medal by UNICA which is richly deserved so please go to our
website for further details.
Members film night saw a good selection of films which took us well up
to chucking out time. Thank you for bringing them along but please
keep them to under half an hour next time!
Ron’s UNICA film show night was great entertainment and enjoyed by
all.
Our speaker Mark Jones a lively and bright young man, gave one of the
best talks that I have listened to since I joined HHMM on “Doctor Who
and Beyond”. Lucky South Downs Film Makers where he is a member.
Thank you to all who entered the Non Fiction Competition, a nice selection of films.
Finally Rod gave us a memorable evening on “Memorable Movie Music
Moments” that sent us all humming and singing on our way home.
Thank you Rod.
As most of you know I have not been too well and it is time to part with
our half acre garden which June and I have loved, but has now become
too much, so time to down size. House moving is a mad world and very
stressful!
My Drone has not flown since Christmas but we were starting to get
requests for work, some of it quite near the public, so it was time to
have a practice. My son Mark and I gathered in David’s field and after
about half an hours flying we tried to be too clever. On flying around a
40 foot oak, we got too close and hit the tree and our drone came
crashing down through the branches about 100 yards away. Expecting
the worst we arrived to find the UAV in one piece but with its’ camera
missing. The camera is about a three inch cube and in the long grass
was nowhere to be found so after a hour we gave up.
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The next day my son insisted that we go back and look again, so it was
back to David and after half an hour on our hand and knees finger searching in the long grass, we found it. Just as well as new ones are £300. We
are now up and running again.
As I sit here I am looking forward to the BBQ at Barry and Brenda tomorrow and also to the Club outing to the Chichester Canal and if you have
not as yet booked a ticket please call me on 01403 240756

Paul Bailey

From the Editor
I have put all my video activities on hold for the last
couple of months or so because I am in the process
of re-building the room where such activities take
place. Now the room was originally my daughters’
bedroom from birth to age twelve and contained a
floor to ceiling single wardrobe, a double wall cupboard as the “attached” furniture and a miscellaneous collection of cabinets and desks. A few months ago I was looking for something and in the
search process I discovered items that I had forgotten about which had
been stuffed away in the most illogical places. I looked at this hotch potch
of a room and decided to clear it all out and start again. The consequence
of this is, of course, that all the computers, monitors, printers, discs,
tapes, music CDs and all the other paraphernalia associated with our
hobby is now distributed all over the house and loft. As I write this, the
new overhead storage cupboards are built and already being filled up,
the new chest of drawers is built, the new worktops are ordered and I am
waiting for the carpet man to come. Once he is finished, I can start moving stuff back in and re-building a hopefully well organised facility.

David Fenn
The Albany Competition 2016
This year marked the fiftieth anniversary of this popular annual film competition. Started by the Albany Cine Club, sadly no longer existing, back
in 1966 the event was initially restricted to entries from Sussex clubs only.
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Later this was extended to like minded clubs in East Hampshire, Surrey
and Kent. It is limited to a maximum of fourteen entries but if this total is
not reached participating clubs are permitted a second entry.
Each year a different competition theme is set with 2016's being "Behind
Closed Doors". There are five award categories and the club winning the
main Albany award for Best Overall Entry is contracted to host the following year's event.
On this occasion the hosts were Surrey Borders Movie Makers which follows on from their success in 2015 with the film "Framed".It was held at
the Newell Centre, Chichester, on Sunday, 5 April and attended by some
fifty or so visitors, which by my head count, was more than last year.
The official programme listed the following clubs as participating:

Surrey Borders Movie Makers
Epsom Movie Makers
Chichester Film and Video Makers
South Downs Film Makers
Haywards Heath MovieMakers
A total of seven films were submitted which included two extras from Surrey Borders and Haywards Heath under the second chance rule. This
suggests a rather poor initial response which is disappointing bearing in
mind the popularity of the event in the past. Let's hope for more in 2017.
They were (in order of showing):
Number 30
Three Little Words
The Lady Who Knew
A Holy City Conundrum
Tea and Toast
Red 7
Welcome to Open House

Haywards Heath
Chichester
Surrey Borders
Epsom Movie Makers
South Downs
Haywards Heath
Surrey Borders

7:00
14:00
5:30
5:15
14:00
8:24
2:12

The story line for “Three Little Words” involved an elderly couple where
the husband had been taken into hospital following a stroke. The wife
could not visit him because she suffered from agoraphobia and was unable to leave the house. The family struggles to overcome her fears were
sensitively handled and eventually she was able to make the visit. It had a
strong message and was not at all sentimental.
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Haywards Heath's entries met the usual high standards associated
with a premier South Eastern club.
The story for “Number 30” was that of an apprentice coffin maker sent
to a supposedly empty house by his undertaker boss, where the occupant had just died. The visit was at night and the only light in the house
was from a nearby street lamp. Whilst in the house he is gripped by fear
at the sight of a ghostly figure rising from a couch. He leaves the house
in terror and runs back to the workshop where he is met by laughing
colleagues. He had been
tricked.
Red7 featured a house with
a red door carrying the
number 7. Various visitors,
some with rather strange
appearances, are seen entering and subsequently
leaving. The reason for visiting was not entirely clear,
at least to me, but they appeared to be auditioning
for a play.
The last visitor is an innocent real life plumber answering a call to fix a
problem in the house. Once inside he sees a notice calling for his
death. A look of fear shows on his face as he realises this could be for
real. A figure appears holding a revolver and shoots him dead.
As is normal for most film competitions the judges had a difficult task in
arriving at their decision(s). Although in my opinion, “Three Little
Words” stood out as an excellent entry it still had to be evaluated
against the others which was no mean task.
Thanks go out to the judges Helen Mills and Tim Stannard for their endeavours. Helen is an active member of Staines Cine' and Video Society and has a wealth of experience in stage work. Tim is also highly experienced and is again a member of the Staines club. He has won
awards for his films at various BIAFF events. He was the more vocal of
the two and voiced most of the critical comments although they were
backed up by Helen.
Now I hear you say "Who won and how well did we fair"?
Sadly, we will not be hosting next year's competition but we came away
with two trophies for which we can be justifiably proud.
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The winning order was:
The Albany Trophy for best overall entry
The Runners Up Trophy
The Greenyer Trophy (Sound)
The Syd Mitchell Trophy (Comedy)
The Albany Editing Trophy

Three Little Words
Number 30
Three Little Words
Red 7
Three Little Words

Awarding of best film to Chichester for “Three Little Words” was a
popular decision with the audience (as was that for the Sound and
Editing Trophies).
Awarding the runner up trophy to HHMM for “Number 30” the judges
said they applauded to innovative approach to telling a story with a
mixture of live action and animation.
The biggest surprise of the day was the award of the Comedy trophy
to “Red7”. It didn't sound like a comedy script, but it came across as
funny which was a view obviously shared by the judges!

Paul picks up The Syd Mitchell Trophy (Comedy)
For “Red 7”
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David collects the Runner-up plaque
For “Number 30”
Acknowledgements should be made to the Lancashire Authors Association for the original story for “Number 30” and to Neil O'Neil, HHMM
for the script and production of “Red 7”.
Last, but not least, much thanks should go to Surrey Borders Movie
Makers for a well run event and to all those that contributed in one
way or another.
Looking forward to Albany 2017 with the theme "Drama Queen".

Tony Pethers
Albany Competition 2017

Can anyone come up with a winning story for next years Albany? The
theme is “Drama Queen” We will need this asap so that we can shoot it
late summer.

Alan Early Competition

A reminder that the theme this year is “Aspects of Sussex”. Remember maximum length is 5 minutes.

Photographs in this issue:Grateful thanks to Keith Sayers
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Programme Reminder
Jul 5
Jul 19

Practical evening
Club Outing

Aug 30
Sep 13
Sep 27

Guest Speaker - Clive Hand
Fiction and Novice Competitions
Chairman’s evening

Refreshment Rota
Jul 5

Allan Tyler & Graham Quantrill

Aug 30
Sep 13
Sep 27

Paul Wood & Neil O’Neil
Mike Prince & Tony Pethers
Brenda & Barry Mack

Remember!

If you are unable to attend on your night, please change with someone
else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue 0f Linking Shot
The next issue will be at the end of September 2016
Please send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later
than 1st Seprtember

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

